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Only when I took my last train from Addis and met old
friends in Djibouti who had served in the Ogaden, was I
able to discover what had really happened since my visit
to Jijiga at the beginning of December. The Ethiopian
after defeat is extremely frank : nor were Ethiopians my
only informants. There were others, still waiting in French
Somaliland for their arrears of pay. This is their story :
the dates differ from the Italian.
It seemed incredible to them, and it still seems so to me,
that General Graziani did not continue his drive against
Harrar after the fall of Gorahai. The Ogaden at that time
was practically empty. The best of the Ethiopian com-
manders had been killed and his army routed. Yet
Graziani never took up the initiative again until Nasibu
had plunged into a senseless offensive against Danan in the
middle of April. Then at last the great General moved,
with difficulty took Borkut and pursued sluggishly to
Harrar. From December to April he has nothing to his
credit except the side-show against Desta, which was
quickly finished and of which he took not the slightest
advantage—for it ought to have developed into a major
operation. Perched with five hundred disgruntled soldiers
upon the heights of Adola, still waiting for his Fitoraris,
Adams and Tadama with their fifteen hundred men
wandering along the palm-stretches of the Ganale Dorya,
Desta could only have maintained the most feeble resistance
to a courageous assault—and the route to Erga Alem, to
provincial revolt in the south-west and to Addis Ababa
was open. Yet the conqueror of Libya dared not move
against this incompetent Ras, and his only pastime from
then until April was to send the bandas of Olol Dinle, Sultan
of the Shiaveli, unsuccessfully twice against Bayenna Mared.
At this period the road to Harrar was blocked by nine
thousand Ethiopians, no more, strung out, except for five
hundred at Daggahmodo along the direct Gabridihari-
Jijiga lorry-track, a wide dusty stretch running between
infrequent water-holes. South of Daggahmodo there were
only a hundred men at Sagik, a Somali market-place
which had to be held in order to control the tribes, and
north of Daggahmodo there were no soldiers until Harrar^
then guarded by a hundred town zabanias. A motorable
road ran from Gabridihari to Danan—which the Italians

